Exclusive “Bubble” Safari
Surefoot Safaris and Flatdogs have combined to offer an amazing Private
& Exclusive experience in South Luangwa National Park

The adventure starts at Flatdogs’ beautiful
Croc’s Nest. Staying for 4 nights in the
beautifully appointed Croc’s Nest overlooking the Luangwa Guests will enjoy
exclusive accommodation with private gameviewing vehicle and dedicated safari guide.

The final morning game drive will transfer
guests through the National Park to Mapazi
Camp. Guests will have exclusive use of this
remote, riverside bush camp for a 3 nights.
Safaris will be on foot, exploring the pristine
wilderness with renowned guide Deb Tittle.

Itinerary
DAYS
1-5

Fly Lusaka to
Mfuwe via
Private Charter

On arrival in Lusaka the exclusivity of the safari starts with a
Private Charter flight to Mfuwe. Guests will be met at Mfuwe
Airport by their safari guide and transferred to Flatdogs.

The Croc's Nest is a spacious tented
private “house” with views of the
Luangwa River. There are two en-suite
bedrooms with hot showers, flushing
toilets and basins.
Dining and relaxing spaces can be
indoor or out to maximise the views
and wonderful private swimming pool.
The Croc’s Nest has a
fridge for cold drinks & a
kettle for hot. Delicious
restaurant meals can be
ordered by radio and will
be delivered to the door.
SAFARI DRIVES Each morning and afternoon guests can enjoy a Private Safari with their fully
qualified guide. With exclusive use of a 4x4 Land Cruiser guests will have a bespoke
experience heading off into the beautiful South Luangwa National Park.
Times can be agreed to
suit; in general the
morning drives leave camp
at 06h00 and lasting ~four
hours. Afternoon / night
drives depart at 16h00 and
return at around 20h10

DAYS
5-8

Game Drive to Mapazi Bush Camp is entirely through the Park. The small riverside
camp promises incredible walking safaris in a remote sector of South Luangwa, far
from the game-viewing road network.

Surefoot Safaris operate exclusively from their
tented bush camp, “Mapazi”. Nestled under
mature trees on the banks of the Luangwa
River, Mapazi provides an authentic camping
experience with a few essential comforts.

Walking with Deb one can
explore Luangwa’s unspoilt
wilderness; tracking big
game, watching magical
birdlife and uncovering some
of natures’ best kept secrets.

The accommodation at Mapazi comprises of 3 walkin (Meru style) tents each with views of the river.
Tents open at both ends allowing a through breeze.
Large gauze panels afford an all-round view and each
has a shaded porch with seating area. A good night’s
sleep is assured in our large beds with sprung
mattresses and comfy pillows.
Brunch or early lunch is
served beneath the shade of
a Sausage Tree. Guests dine
in the Chitenje, by the
camp fire or on the moon lit
banks of the Luangwa
Morning coffee and light breakfast is enjoyed on the
banks of the Luangwa River as the sun rises.

Each tent has a private
bathroom with flushing
toilet, shower and
basin (hot & cold
running water). These
are situated next to
the tents and have
their own river view.

WALKING SAFARI - Each afternoon and morning guests will be able to enjoy the unique
experience of walking in the bush.
Morning walks will kick off early to maximise the cooler
temperatures when wildlife is most active. A tactical tea stop
en-route allows for rest and a good chat. Afternoon walks will
cover less ground enjoying the beautiful light before sunset.
Exploring the bush on foot promises a unique blend of
excitement and serenity. Guests are intimately involved in the
interpretation of signs and sounds; slowly developing their
own tracking skills and an appreciation of how to best
negotiate a path through Africa’s iconic big game.
At the end of the trip guests will be transferred to Mfuwe Airport for their private charter
departure (no earlier than 11am).Depending on timings, there may be an opportunity for a walk,
followed by a safari game drive on route to the airport possibly via lunch at Flatdogs.

Package based on a group of 4 - Total cost per person US$ 6,070
Total cost US$24,280 for 4 people travelling together
This includes return private charter flights between Lusaka & Mfuwe, for 4 people, private accommodation, all
meals served privately in the guests house or private safari camp, tea and coffee, alcoholic and soft drinks while
at Mapazi Camp, two private game-viewing activities per day with personal guide (walking activities at Mapazi),
National Park Entry fees, LCCF (Luangwa Conservation & Community Fund fee), Tourist Levies, laundry, internet
and private road transfers from the airport and to your next camp.
This package does not include alcoholic or soft drinks other than sundowners on the game drive at Flatdogs camp,
items of a personal nature like shop purchases or external activities such as spa treatments.
The package is available for 1 to 6 people (max.). For costs other than 4 people, please contact to request price.
Private charters are also available direct from Malawi and Lower Zambesi (Price on request).

Contact : info@flatdogscamp.com / res@surefootsafaris.com

